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3 Complete the sentences with the comparative form of the adjectives in brackets.  

1. Sam’s room is messier than my room, but it is tidier than Tom’s room. Messy → messier → 

the messiest; tidy → tidier → the tidiest.  

2. John is older than Mark, but younger than Simon. Old → older → the oldest; young → 

younger → the youngest.  

3. My French is worse than my Spanish, but my Spanish is better than my German. Bad → 

worse → the worst; good → better → the best. 

4. I think this album is more interesting than the last one, but it is more boring than the first 

one. Interesting → more interesting → the most interesting; boring → more boring → the 

most boring. 

5. These shoes are more comfortable than my blue shoes, but not as comfortable as my boots. 

Comfortable → more comfortable → the most comfortable;  as comfortable as ( as + 

adjective + as comparison). 

4 Read about the two sisters. Complete the sentences with not as ... as and the correct adjective. 

1. Sarah is not as old as Tanya.  

2. Tanya is not as messy as Sarah. 

3. Tanya is not as creative as Sarah.  

4. Tanya is not as noisy as Sarah. 

5. Tanya’s clothes are not as colorful as Sarah’s clothes.  

6. Sarah’s room is not as tidy as Tanya’s.  

5 Complete the sentences with the superlative form of the adjective in brackets.  

1. Alex is the best student in his class, but Mark is the worst. Good → better → the best. 

2. The kitchen is the most comfortable room in our house. Comfortable → more comfortable 

→ the most comfortable. 

3. These are the brightest cushions I could find. Bright → brighter → the brightest. 

4. The bathroom is the smallest and the darkest room in the house. Small → smaller → the 

smallest. 

5. Kate is the tidiest person in her family and Sue is the messiest. Tidy → tidier → the most 

tidiest. 

 6 Underline the correct words to complete the sentences.  

1. Oliver’s room is bigger than my room, but Sally has got the biggest room in the house. Big → 

bigger →  the biggest.  

2. Who is the messiest person in your family? Messy → messier → the messiest.  

3. The people in the new cafe are very friendly. Friendly → friendlier → the friendliest.  

4. Jane’s clothes are very bright, but they are not as bright as Maggie’s clothes. Bright → 

brighter → the brightest.  

5. My new phone is the best present I got this year. Good → better → the best. 


